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with this coming weekend being the spookiest of the year, the latest nintendo download update details for europe show us that the big n's keen to keep us all entertained in the safety of our own homes, avoiding the ghouls outside. this week is
packed with new titles on wii u and 3ds, some appealing retro games and even a long awaited wii virtual console return for a classic rare trilogy. lots to cover, so let's get started. get ready for a zen adventure with wii u's demo of this puzzle-

platformer. explore a mysterious island full of unexpected twists and turns. relive your adventure and play the whole game at any time, with just one wii remote. this is the second wii u demo for wii u's demo of this puzzle-platformer. explore a
mysterious island full of unexpected twists and turns. relive your adventure and play the whole game at any time, with just one wii remote. the innovative and award-winning adventure game series returns with the all-new turtle odyssey 2! a

mysterious creature brings ozzy and his new friends to a mysterious island. they must escape the island, solving puzzles and collecting gems to avoid danger. turtle odyssey 2 is a game for everyone. it is a smart, respectful adventure game that is
challenging and fun for kids and adults alike. from the moment you start playing youll be immersed in an original story that feels like a great novel, one that youll get lost in. turtle odyssey 2 is a new island, full of adventure and mysteries. ozzy can
explore it to find a place where he can live, and build a home. his friends have a tough time of it though. the island is dangerous, and it needs their help. travel through the island, solving puzzles and collect gems to unlock new areas and discover

the secrets of the island.
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